Adenine•cytosine substitutions are an alternative pathway of compensatory mutation in angiosperm ITS2.
Compensatory mutations are crucial for functional RNA because they maintain RNA configuration and thus function. Compensatory mutation has traditionally been considered to be a two-step substitution through the GU-base-pair intermediate. We tested for an alternative AC-mediated compensatory mutation (ACCM). We investigated ACCMs by using a comprehensive sampling of ribosomal internal transcribed spacer 2 (ITS2) from 3934 angiosperm species in 80 genera and 55 families. We predicted ITS2 consensus secondary structures by using LocARNA for structure-based alignment and partitioning paired and unpaired regions. We examined and compared the substitution rates and frequencies among base pairs by using RNA-specific models. Base-pair states of ACCMs were mapped onto the inferred phylogenetic trees to infer their evolution. All types of compensatory mutations involving the AC intermediate were observed, but the most frequent substitutions were with AU or GC pairs, which are part of the AU-AC-GC pathway. Compared with the GU intermediate, AC had a lower frequency and higher mutability. Within the AU-AC-GC pathway, the AU-AC substitution rate was much slower than the AC-GC substitution rate. No consistently higher overall rate was identified for either pathway among all 80 sampled lineages, though compensatory mutations through the AC intermediate averaged about half that through the GU intermediate. These results demonstrate an alternative compensatory mutation between AU and GC that helps address the controversial inference of inferred simultaneous double substitutions.